Activities:
1. Imagine you are living and camping by the lake and living off the land. What would you eat, what would you wear and where would you stay at night? How would you survive? How would you entertain yourself? What games might you play and with whom? What animals would you have with you?

For your next visit
Here are some things you can do on your return visit to the park:
1. Write a story about what you did at the park.
2. Write a poem about the park.
3. Create a field guide with photos, clips, drawings and sketches about your visit to the park. Bring with you on your next visit. Go to www.lasvegasnevada.gov to view past advice on wildlife and historic buildings in the park.

HISTORY OF THE PARK
Floyd Lamb Park at Tule Springs has been a work in progress for literally thousands of years. With signs of life dating to prehistoric times, the park has become a true oasis in the desert within the city of Las Vegas.

Fossil remains of early mammoths, bison, horses, camels and other Pleistocene fauna have been found documenting creatures that roamed the area long before humans. Early human habitation has been documented to have been in the park as many as 11,000 years ago. The Paiute Indians were known to have lived in the area hunting, fishing and planting using the land for their survival in this dry climate. Tule Springs was the source of water supplying their daily needs. Prospectors, travelers and the stage coach line stopped here because of the water as they traveled across the desert.

In the early 1900's, 10 acres in the area were purchased and cultivated by a man named John Herbert Nay. He sold his property in 1929 and the property remained vacant until 1941 when Prosper Jacob Goumond began to transform this desert into a working ranch. The working ranch became self-supportive raising livestock and growing all types of vegetables for the ranch hands who worked at Tule Springs. Gradually, it became a guest ranch accommodating several visitors who sometimes participated in the daily chores of the ranch. Over the years the property grew to 880 acres.

A group of businessmen purchased the property from Mr. Goumond's granddaughter in 1959 and leased it as a working cattle ranch until the city of Las Vegas purchased the property in 1964 for use as a city park and renamed it in honor of State Senator Floyd Lamb. The park was acquired by the state of Nevada by legislative action in 1977. On July 2, 2007, it was officially transferred back to the city of Las Vegas at which time the park was renamed Floyd Lamb Park at Tule Springs.
THINGS TO SEE AND DO AT THE PARK

HISTORIC RANCH • Twenty-three buildings are clustered in the historic area of the park. On your first visit try to see the following prominent buildings:

Ranch House: Previously called the Foreman’s House, the Ranch House has recently been restored and is the new Visitors Center for the park. See the exhibits inside.

Adobe Hut: This is the oldest building in the park. It is estimated to have been constructed as early as 1900 although some reports say 1916. It is made of caliche, crusted calcium carbonate formed on certain soils in dry regions. The building may have been used as a home or blacksmith shop.

Power Building: This was the sole source of power for the entire ranch and made it a self-sustaining location.

Water Tower: This tower was recognizable for miles and was the conservator of the ranch’s water supply. The second level provided a wonderful panoramic view of the area and the nearby mountains and included an apartment for the staff.

TULE SPRINGS LAKE • Take a stroll around Tule Springs Lake. Look at the tall tule reeds in the lake. This tall plant grows in freshwater marshes like the lake here in the park. A tule duck was a decy for fishing and hunting made from the reed. You can look for fish in the lake.

Rainbow Trout: This species of fish is native to the Pacific Ocean and especially the western United States. Genetic studies have shown that these trout are genetically close to Pacific salmon. The life span of a Rainbow Trout is between one to two and a half years. They are predators eating any smaller fish. Rainbow Trout are popular in Western cuisine. Don’t forget to see the other lakes in the park: Cottonwood, Willow and Mulberry. You can also fish in the lake but remember a license is needed.

WILDLIFE IN THE PARK • You saw the fish in the lake but there are many other examples of wildlife in the park. You might spot a jackrabbit, wild greese or at night see foxtails or coyotes, but the wildlife you will see most frequently in the park is something you will never forget.

Peacock: It is very large with bright tail feathers of blue and green with eye-like circles in various colors. It is a type of pheasant although no one would think of eating them. They roost in the trees in the park at night and pair in groups during the day for one of their peafowl parties. They eat insects, vegetation and small mammals and lizards. Their distinct sound is unmistakable in the park but stay away from them. They are not good pets as they are abrasive and can be very aggressive with other pets and humans.

Be careful not to pet these creatures as they would rather be left alone. Activities:

1. What animal is in the park that speaks the loudest to you?
2. What wildlife did you see in the park today?
3. Follow one of the wild animals around the park and document what he/she does during the day.

BIRDS & WATER BIRDS • As you walk throughout the park look around to see how many types of birds you can find. The killdeer, kookiids, bee swallows, yellow warblers and the ruddy ducks (or great egrets or commoners) have all been seen in the park. You may also see red-tailed hawks or falcons. Many of these migratory birds come to the lake not only for the water but to feed on the fish. Many other birds have been seen in the park. You may also see red-tailed hawks or falcons. Many of these migratory birds come to the lake not only for the water but to feed on the fish.

Activities:

1. Take a photo of one of the birds in the park and see if you can identify the name of the bird.
2. Make today part of a bird study and document all the different types of birds you saw in the park today. Research each one to learn more.

NATIVE AMERICANS • The earliest inhabitants were nomadic Indian tribes. They called themselves “tudini” which means “desert people.” The most recent inhabitants were Native Americans known as the Southern Paiutes, descendents of the “tudini.” They took advantage of the seasons and the water supply at Tule Springs. Tule Springs was a natural watering hole and even in the winter months they stayed near Tule Springs in what were temporary shelters made of blackbirds. They would hunt and store the meat such as rabbit for stew in various preservatives so it would be available for consumption during the long cold winter months. They would collect materials such as Tule reed for making baskets, clothing and other things.